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Glossary
 Sources: Pukui and Elbert. 1986. Hawaiian Dictionary;

Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language. 1996!

A

'aha'aina � feast

B

C
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acre � a unit of land measure equal to 43,500
square feet or 1/640 of a square mile

ad libitum � at one's leisure

aerate � provide with oxygen

agriculture � raising of plants or animals on
land

aholehole � flagtail fish  Zuhlia
sandvi censis!

ahupua'a � traditional Hawaiian land unit
usually extending from mountain
summits to the outer edges of reefs

'aina � land, environment

akule � big-eyed scad fish  Selar
crumenopthalmus!

algae � aquatic plants and organisms
containing chlorophyll

ahen � not having originated in or not
occurrmg naturally in a particular
region or environment

ali'i � chief, ruler

ali'i 'ai ahupua'a � chief who rules an
ahupua'a land division within a
moku

ali'i nui � high chief

ali'i moku � chief who rules a moku  land
district!

aloha 'aina � love for the land

'ama'ama � striped mullet fish  Mugil
cephalus!

aquaculture � raising of plants or animals in
water

atoll � a roughly circular reef surrounding a
broad lagoon

artifact � any object made by humans
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assessment � a measurement of a student's

ability or skill

'aumakua � family or personal gods or
ancestors who may take the form of
sharks, birds, octopuses, eels, mice, rats,
dogs, rocks, caterpillars, clouds, or plants

'awa � the kava plant, the root being the
source of a narcotic drink

awa � milkfish  Chanos charcos!

awa 'aua or awa 'awa � ladyfish or tenpounder
fish  Elops hawaiensis!

'auwai � ditch or small canal

'auwai kai � ditch or small canal connecting
the fishpond to the ocean

axis � a straight line about which a body or a
geometric figure rotates or may be
supposed to rotate

bacteria � various organisms that are
involved in fermentation and putrefaction

biodegradable � material that will decompose
into the environment; capable of decaying
through the action of living organisms

brackish � slightly salty, a mixture of fresh
water and sea water

caloric energy � energy from food calories

carnivore � animal that eats other animals

catalyst � that which causes activity between
two forces without itself being affected

celestial � pertaining to the sky or visible
heaven

centimeter � a length measurement of one
hundredth of a meter or 0.3937 inches
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F

diversity � variety
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chlorophyll � the green coloring matter of
leaves and plants

circulation � the moving or flowing of
something from place to place or in a
circle

circumtropical � throughout the tropics

conservation � prevention of injury, decay,
waste or loss; wise use, management, and
preservation of natural resources

consumer � organism that feeds on other
organisms

conversion � a physical transformation from
one material or state to another

courier � messenger, someone who carries
something from one place to another

cultural anthropologist � someone who
studies human social and cultural

systems, particularly customs, values and
beliefs of a culture

decimate � to reduce drastically, especially
in number

decomposition � the process of organic and
inorganic materials being broken down
into smaller fragments or simpler
compounds

decomposer � organism that feeds on dead
plants and animals and helps break them
down into nutrients to be used again

density � the number of individuals per unit
area

derived � to get or receive something from a
source; received

detritus � material that has decayed or
rotted

diatoms � unicellular or colonial

phytoplankton whose cell walls contain
silica

dissolved oxygen � oxygen dissolved in
water

ebb � the flowing back of the tide as water
returns to the sea

ecological � living organisms and their
relationship to the environment

ecosystem � a system formed by the
interaction of a community of organisms
with their environment

efficiency � ability to accomplish something
with a minimal amount of time and

energy

'ele'ele � long, filamentous, green, edible
seaweed

endemic � native to an area; occurring
naturally nowhere else

engineer � to arrange, manage, or carry
through

environment � all the conditions,
circumstances, and influences affecting
an area

estuary � the lower part of a stream or river
where the currents meets the tide of the
ocean

ethnocentric � having race as a central
interest; assuming one's group to be
superior

eutrophication � the decay of abundant plant
or animal life resulting in the lack of
oxygen in shallow waters

excavate � to dig or scoop out sand or dirt; to
form a hole or depression

fathom � a unit of length equal to six feet,
usually used to measure depth

feet � length measurements of 12 inches or
30.48 centimeters

fish fry � young fishes

fishpond � an enclosure for keeping fish

fishtrap � a structure for trapping fish

fluctuation � continual change from one
position to another
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flux � change in flow of the of tide

food chain � a series of organisms
interrelated in their feeding habits, the
smallest being fed upon by a larger one,
which in turn is eaten by an even larger
one

food web � a series of organisms related by
pr edator-prey activities

fungi � mold, mildew, mushrooms, rusts

habitat � environment that is natural for the

life and growth of an organism

heat energy � added or external energy that
causes a rise in temperature, expansion,
evaporation, or other physical change

he'e � day octopus  Octopus cyanea! or night
octopus  Octopus ornatus!, commonly
known as squid

hemisphere � half of a spherical or roughly
spherical body  as a planet!; the northern
or southern half of the earth divided by
the equator or the eastern or western
half divided by a meridian

herbivore � animal that eats plants

hihimanu - stingray

hinalea � wrasse fish  Thalassoma sp.!
ho'a'o � take a chance

ho'ihi � respect

ho'oilo � cool, wet season in Hawai'i, from
October through April

huaka'i � field trip; excursion

hukilau � a seine; to fish with a seine

huli kanaka � profound studies of any kind,
moral philosophy, seienee; anthropologist

hypothesis � assumption or guess

i'a - fish or other marine animal

ili � land division, next in importance to an
ahupua'a
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imu � underground oven

indigenous � native to an area, but also
occurring naturally in other areas

ingenuity � cleverness or skillfulness of
conception or design

innovation � introduction of new things or
methods

intrinsic � belonging to the real nature of a
thing; inherent or natural

introduce � to bring in or establish, as
something foreign or alien

juvenile � young, immature

ka hana no'eau � wise deeds

kala � unicorn fish  Naso unicornis!

kabala � amberjack fish  Seriola dumerilii!

kai � sea water

kaku � barracuda fish  Sphyraena
barracuda!

kalo � taro  Colocasia esculenta!

ka po'e kahiko � the people of old

kapu � taboo

kau wela � hot, dry season in Hawai'i from
May through October

kia'i loko � caretaker of a pond

ko'a � shrine consisting of circular piles of
coral or stone, built along the shore or by
ponds or streams, used in ceremonies to
make fish multiply; or fishing grounds,
usually identified by lining up with
marks on shore

konohiki � supervisor of an ahupua'a who
controlled the land, water, and fishing
rights

kuapa � seawall

kula � plains; open country

kuleana � responsibility

Kumulipo � Hawaiian creation chant, source
of life
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la � sun

limu � seaweed

N

M

mahina � moon
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Ku'ula or Ku'ulakai � god of the fishers

Ku'ula stone or Ku stone � any stone god
used to attract fish

kuhikuhipu'uone � expert in the building of
fishponds

kumu � goatfish  Parupeneus porphyreus!

landform � a natural feature of a land

surface such as a mountain, hill, valley, or
stream

landmark � a distinguishing landscape
feature marking a site or location

landscape � a section of scenery that can be
seen from a single viewpoint

larva � early life form that is fundamentally
unlike the parent and eventually
metamorphoses to become an adult

laulima � cooperation, working together

lawai'a � fisher

iimu kalawai � freshwater pond algae

lo'i � taro patch

lokahi � balance; unity

loko i'a � fishpond

loko i'a kalo � combination freshwater

fishpond and taro patch

loko kuapa � seawater fishpond with rock
walls situated on a reef flat

loko wai � freshwater or brackish water

pond adjacent to a stream

loko 'ume iki � shore fishtrap with lanes to
guide fish at both low and high tide

lu'au � Hawaiian feast

macroalgae � large multi-celled plants and
organisms containing chlorophyll
occurring in fresh or sea water

mahi'ai � farmer

maka'ainana � commoners, people that tend
the land

makai � toward the sea

makaha � sluice grate or gate, as in a
fishpond

malama � care for

malama ola � means of support or livelihood;
to support life

manini � convict tang fish  Aeanthurus
sandvicensis!

mauka � toward the mountain

melatonin � a hormone secreted by the
pineal gland that is stimulated by
darkness and inhibited by light

mele � song

melomelo � stick or club used as a lure,
rubbed or wiped with roasted coconut or
kukui nut flesh or aromatic leaves

meter � a length measurement equivalent to
39.37 inches

mile � a ineasure of length equal to 5,280 feet

microalgae � microscopic photosynthetic
 chlorophyll-containing! organisms that
are usually single cells; these aquatic
forms are oAen referred to as

phyto plankton

mo'ala � long-eyed swimming crab
 Podophthalmus vigil!

moi � Pacific threadfin fish  Polydactyl us
sexfilis!

moku � land district

mo'olelo � story, legend, history, tradition

mo'oka'ao � story, legend, fanciful tale

native � being the place or environment in
which a person was born or a thing came
into being

nehu � anchovy  Stolephorus purpureus!

niche � the ecological role of an organism

non-biodegradable � material that will not
decompose into the environment
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0

one � sand

P
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nutrient � any matter that, taken into a living
organism, serves to sustain it, promote
growth, replace loss, and provide energy

nutrient flushing � the washing away of
nutrients

ogo � seaweed  Gracilaria sp.!

'ohi'a 'ai � mountain apple tree; type of wood
used in the building of makaha

'o'io � bonefish  Albula sp.!

'olelo no'eau � Hawaiian proverb

oli � chant

olona � a native plant that Hawaiians used to
make very strong fibers for lashing
materials together

omnivore � animal that eats both plants and
animals

'o'opu � goby

'o'opu hue � puffer fish  Arothron hispidus!

'o'opu naniha � goby  Stenogobi us hawaiiensis!

'opae � shrimp or prawns

organism � any form of animal or plant life

pa � a primitive type fishtrap that has a single
lane to guide fish at low or high tide, but
not at both

pa hi aku � hook used to catch aku  bonito fish!

pa'ipa'i � to strike, as in striking the water
surface to scare fish into a net

palani � eye stripe surgeonfish  Acanthurus
dussumieri!

papa'i � crabs

papio � young ulua or jack fish  Caranx sp.!
less than 10 pounds

performance assessment � a testing method
where students are expected to create an
answer or product to demonstrate their
knowledge and skills
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pH � a measure of acidity and alkalinity
of a solution that is a number on a

scale on which a value of 7 represents
neutrality; lower numbers indicate
increasing acidity and higher numbers
increasing alkalinity

photosynthesis � the production of
carbohydrates using sunlight energy
to combine carbon dioxide and water

in the presence of chlorophyll

phytoplankton � the tiny plant organisms
in plankton

piko � center

pineal gland � the pineal gland is
sometimes called a 'third eye' because
of a role in lower vertebrates  such as
fish! in sensing light and dark cycles

plankton � floating or drifting organisms
in a body of water

pono � in perfect order  as one with
nature!

predator � any organism that exists by
seizing other organisms for food

producer � plant that makes its own food
using energy from the sun

proverb � a wise saying, usually of
unknown and ancient origin, that
expresses a useful thought; a saying
that is in general use and that
expresses widely held ideas and
beliefs

pu � whistle

pu'u � hill, pile, mound

pua awa � juvenile awa  milkfish!

pua i'a or pua i'i � young fish or tiny fry of
fish

pualu � yellowfin surgeonfish
 Acanthurus xanthopterus!

puhi � eel  Gymnothorax sp.!

pu'uone � sand heap or sand dune
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quadrat � a sampling plot for use in studying
plant or animal life

Raiatea � the second largest Island in the
French Polynesian Archipelago known as
the Society Islands, located directly
between Bora Bora and Ihhiti

relative abundance � the proportion of
objects in a group, expressed as a
percentage of a particular type

relief � the difference in elevation between

high and low areas in a region

rubric � a working guide for students and
teachers, usually handed out or
developed with students before the
assignment begins in order to get
students to think about the criteria on

which their work will be evaluated; a
guideline for making scoring decisions; a
document that clarifies what is expected
in a learning experience, and what steps
to take to reach higher levels of
achievement

salinity � the total amount of dissolved salts
in water, expressed as grams of salts per
kilogram of water  g/kg! or as parts per
thousand  ppt!

sandalwood � the fragrant wood of certain
trees used for ornamental carving and
burned as incense

satellite campus � a facility away from the
main campus

scientific method � a process to generate
new knowledge that involves asking a
question, stating a hypothesis, planning
and conducting an investigation to test
the hypothesis, gathering data, analyzing
data, communicating findings, and
defending or revising conclusions based
on evidence

sediment � matter that settles to the bottom

of a liquid

silt � earthy matter or fine sand carried by
moving or running water and deposited
as sediment

siltation � to become filled or choked with

silt

sluice � an artificial stream or channel for

conducting water

spawning � producing or depositing eggs

specimen � a typical animal, plant, mineral
or a sample of a substance or inaterial for
examination or study

stagnation � to become stale or foul from
standing, as a pool of water

subjective � not objective; personal

survey � to look over and examine carefuHy

sustenance � nourishment, means of
sustaining life, means of livelihood

sustainable use � use of a resource in a way
that does not compromise the ability of
future generations to meet their needs

sustainability � the process of keeping up or
keeping going; meeting present needs for
resources without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet
their needs

T

tide � the periodic rise and fall of the waters
of the ocean and its inlets

topography � the detailed mapping of the
surface features of a place or region

transect � a line across a given area, along
which information is collected

trophic � pertaining to nutrition
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wai � fresh water

'upena � fishing net
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uhu � parrotfish  Scarus sp.!

uka � upland, towards the mountains

ulua � jack or trevaly fish  Caranx sp.!
greater than 10 pounds

'umeke � calabash or gourd

umu � a heap of rocks used to catch small
fish

values � the beliefs or standards of a group
of people

variable � something that changes or alters
in form, appearance, character, or
substance
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wai kai � brackish or salty water, a mixture
of fresh water and sea water

water hardness � total amount of dissolved
minerals in fresh water measured as mgl
L  milligrams per liter! or ppm  parts per
million!

water quality � the characteristics or
properties of water

watershed � a region or area drained by a
river or stream; drainage area

wato � a land management system used in
the Marshall Islands of Micronesia

weke � goatfish  Mulloides sp.!

zooplankton � the tiny animal organisms in
plankton
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Pond Life Cards

Phytoplankton; microalgae
 Chlorella sp.!

Indigenous
Circuxntropical

Eaten by: zooplankton, 'ama'ama, awa, 'opae, claxns, oysters

Description: phytoplankton or xnicroalgae are microscopic single-celled aquatic
plants that require the aid of a xnicroscope to be seen. Under the microscope,
different species appear in unusual and beautiful shapes.

Habitat: Phytoplankton are usually found suspended in the water column.
Often times these tiny cells can sink to the bottom of the pond, where some
species join to forxn filamentous chains or strands.

Did you know? Different species of phytoplankton are found in oceans,
estuaries, lakes and fishponds. In the oceans they are sometimes referred to as
the pastures of the sea. Billions and billions of these cells provide most of the
plant material consumed by animals higher in the food web. When these single-
celled organisms join or chain themselves together in large nuxnbers, we can see
them without a microscope. When the density of phytoplankton is very high,
they change the color of the water to green or brown. This is called a "bloom."

kalo taro

 Colocasia esculenta!
Introduced

Eaten by: humans, pigs; in cooked form it was used as chum for 'ama'ama, awa,
and uhu

Description: long-stemmed plant with heart-shaped green or red leaves; major
staple crop in old Hawai'i

Habitat: wetland kalo is found along stream banks, marshy areas, freshwater
springs, or lo'i  taro terraces!; dryland kalo prefers shady areas where annual
rainfall exceeds 50 in. per year.
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Did you know? According to Hawaiian beliefs, kalo is an ancestor of the
Hawaiian people. It was the most important food crop in old Hawai'i. Stone walls
from ancient lo'i are still visible in valleys all over the islands. Poi, which is made
by steaming and pounding the kala corm, is an essential part of the Hawaiian
diet. It is often referred to as the best food for "babies and old people without
teeth." Today kalo is also used as an ingredient in other products such as mochi,
lavosh, chips, bread, and kulolo. Many parents still say "Don't fight in front of
the poi bowl," meaning respect your elders.
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Endemiclimu kala

 Sargassum echinocarpum!

Eaten by: surgeonfiishes  particularly kala, which gets its name from eating this
alga!

Description: golden brown, bushy, with small inflated gas bladders; smooth
blades  leaf-like parts! have a leathery texture and are usually 1 - 4 in. long, 1/2
in. wide with toothlike edges;  It looks a little like holly.!

Habitat: tide pools and reef flats, exposed areas with wave action, rocky and
sandy places where there are intruding rocks; found throughout the Pacific

Endemiclimu xnanauea

ogo  Japanese name!
 Gracilaria coronopifolia!

Eaten by; humans, pualu, xnanini

Description; red alga with many "branches"; grows 4 - 6 in. tall in crisp clumps
with a rounded top; it sometimes has a greenish cast.

Habitat: shallow reefs, sandy areas, and the seaward sides of more salty loko
i'a. Before the 1960s it was found also in rocky areas where there is sand and a
stream nearby.

Did you know? Women and. children gathered limu in old Hawai'i by collecting
plants that had washed ashore or by wading out to collect at low tide. When limu
was cut from rocks with a bamboo knife, it was important to leave the bottom
part of the plant, called the holdfast, attached to the rock so that a new plant
could grow. Today, a kapu is placed on taking limu with the holdfast as well as
taking lirnu that has reproductive nodes or bumps. Limu manauea has a xnild
favor and crunchy texture. This limu is chopped and added to raw fish to make
poke. It tastes good and adds iodine and. multi-vitaxnins to the diet.
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Did. you know? "Kala" means to loosen, remove or forgive. Limu kala is used in
Hawaiian rituals to settle disputes  ho'oponopono!. Limu kala is also the first
food given to a mother after childbirth to loosen or remove any hidden disease in
her or her child. A lei of limu kala, worn open at the bottoxn, is used to remove
disease as well. A person who is almost recovered from a lingering illness wears
the limu kala lei and walks out into the ocean to let the waves carry the lei and
the sickness away. Limu kala is also chopped or chewed and applied to wounds as
a poultice to aid in healing.
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Lixnu: red algae
 Gracilaria salicornia!

Introduced

Tropical Indian/Pacific Oceans

Eaten by: humans, perhaps reef animals, but it is not certain which ones

Description: bright yellow or orange in sunlight, greenish to dark brown in
shade; forms dome-shaped clumps up to 12 in. across and 4 in. high; the stems
are round, thick, and jointed.

Habitat: Gracilaria salicornia is very invasive, thriving in rocky intertidal
areas, tidepools, reef flats, and seaweed beds, to a depth of 15 ft; it is often found
tangled with other types of seaweeds or limu.

Did you know? Just a tiny piece of this alga can grow into a new clump. It can
form a thick mat, covering the reef and blocking sunlight, which kills the coral
and reef micro-organisms. It was planted in Hilo Bay and w'aters off Waikiki
during the 1970s as a possible food product and for medical research. The clumps
are a threat to the corals and native limu  algae! on which many marine animals
depend for food and shelter. This seaweed has the potential to damage our fragile
marine environment. Some people add it to their poke because it's crispy, but no
studies have been done to see if any marine animals in Hawai'i like to eat it.

Lixnu; spiny seaweed
 Acanthophora spici fera!

Introduced

All Tropical Oceans

Eaten by: honu, manini, yellow tang, sea urchin

Description: reddish, olive-green, or brown, turning yellowish in bright sun;
this seaweed has many short spiny fragments and many short fragile branches;
the branches have crown-shaped tips with tight clusters of pointed projections.

Habitat: It grows in areas with rocky bottoms, in calm, shallow reef flats,
tidepools, and rocky intertidal benches that are swept by small waves; or it can
be free-floating.
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Did you know? Acanthophora spici fera has become the most common invasive
seaweed worldwide. This seaweed is native to Florida and the Caribbean. It is an

invader to Hawaiian waters and has been shown to compete with our native limu
species. It is thought to have arrived in the Islands on the bottom of a barge
from Guam in the 1950s. Its survival on reefs is greater when it grows with other
limu  algal! species that are more tolerant of wave exposure and are able to
retain water when exposed to air. This seaweed has been studied for its
anticoagulant  a substance that slows the clotting of blood! and antiviral
properties.
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Endemiczooplankton
 Copepoda sp.!

Eats: phytoplankton

Eaten by: shrimp, young fish, such as 'o'opu and aholehole

Description: copepods are flea-shaped crustaceans that are only about 1 mm
long. They are the most common zooplankton found in Hawaiian fishponds.
Zooplankton swim or drift through clouds of phytoplankton, grazing on the cells
that contact their feeding appendages.

Habitat: fresh, brackish, and salt water

Did you know? The tiny zooplankton are easy to miss in the fishpond, but they
are the second major link in the food web. They are choosy about the type of
microalgae they eat, but they still eat enough to cut back the phytoplankton
population during certain times of the year. Phytoplankton and zooplankton
bloom and decline, linked together in a cycle that has existed over millions of
years.

awa; milk6sh
 Chanos chanos!

Indigenous
East Africa to the Americas

Did you know? This indigenous fish adapts well to being raised in fishponds. It
was prized along with the 'ama'ama for its delicious flavor. Soine ali'i  chiefs!
reserved the well-fattened awa for their use if the supply was liinited.
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Eats: phytoplankton, limu, detritus

Eaten by: humans, kaku, moi, ulua

Description: silver in color with a small pointed mouth, deeply forked tail and a
single, almost shark-like dorsal fin; grows to 6 ft.; average size 12 - 14 in.

Habitat: often enters shallow water to feed on algae and frequents deeper reef
areas
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nahawele; Hawaiian mussel
 Brachidontes crebristriatus!

Endemic

Eats: phytoplankton

Eaten by: crabs, puffer fish, mantis shrimp

Description: a bivalve or mollusk with two opposing shells; dark purple-brown
in color; nahawele li'i li'i  small mussels! are 1/4 - 1/2 in. long; adults grow up to 1
in. or more in brackish waters

Habitat: in brackish water or on the seashore where there is some fresh water;
in dense beds on waved-washed shores at 0 or low-tide water mark; usually half-
buried or attached to rocks

Did you know? The largest nahawele grow in brackish water environments.
These mussels are sometimes called mahawele.

'ama'ama; striped mullet
 Mugil cephalus!

Indigenous
Pacific

Eaten by: humans, kaku, moi, ulua

Description: silvery or gray with long body that is round or oval in cross
section; has characteristic blue spot at the base of the pectoral fin; has blunt
snout, a flattened head and. large scales and two widely separated dorsal fins;
lacks teeth of any distinction; can grow to 18 in.

Habitat: shallow, often brackish coastal waters, easily raised in fishponds

Did you know? Mature 'ama'ama are called 'anae. 'Anae go to the open ocean to
spawn from December - February. Wai'anae is literally "mullet water." Hawaiians
referred to 'ama'ama as "pua'a kai"  sea pig! and used them when a pig was not
available for ritual offerings.
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Eats: phytoplankton, diatoms and detritus; feeds primarily off the bottom, taking
in sand and filtering out the organic material through its gills
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'Alae ke'oke'o; Hawaiian coot
 Fulica Americana alai!

Endemic

Endangered

Did you know? These endangered waterbirds build their nests among the
grasses around a pond where predators can attack] Be sure to keep your dogs on
a leash if you walk near a pond where birds could be nesting. According to
Hawaiian legend, the sacred 'alae are children to the goddess Hina.

pualu; yeHowfin surgeonfish
 Acanthurus xanthopterus!

Indigenous
East Africa to the Americas

Eats: phytoplankton and zooplankton  when young!, limu growing on sandy
bottoms

Eaten by: larger carnivorous fish

Description: oval, compressed  thin! body; purplish gray with yellow and blue
banded dorsal  back! and anal fins; has a black caudal  tail! spine and two
knifelike spines or scalpels at the base of the tail; grows to 22 in.

Habitat: shallow waters with sandy bottoms

Did you know? The yellow pectoral fins are important for identification of the
pualu since it can alter its body color to almost black with a white ring around
the tail. The pualu uses the two knifelike spines at the base of its tail to defend
itself and to help capture prey.
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Eats: submerged aquatic plants, limu alolo, small fish and insects

Eaten by: dogs and cats; mongooses and 'auku'u;  chicks are also eaten by rats!

Description: black bird with white rump and white frontal shield; dark legs
with lobed toes; pointed, chicken-like light colored bill

Habitat: saltwater and freshwater ponds and open marshes where it can dive
for food
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'o'opu naniha; goby
 Stenogobius hawaiiensis!

Endemic

Eats: liinu, worms, shrimp, small crabs, zooplankton, insect larvae

Eaten by: huxnans, ulua, moi, kaku, puhi

Habitat: stream bottom in lower reaches of streams

Did you know? This 'o'opu feeds by thrusting its snout into the sedixnents of the
stream bottom. If you see a stream bottom with many tiny craters, this is a clue
that naniha has been feeding there. In olden times, fishers gave offerings to the
'o'opu fish god named Holu. If they did not provide offerings, such as a black pig,
a white chicken, root of the black awa, dark coconut, or red fish, it was believed
that the 'o'opu would not be fat or plentiful.

puhi-lau-milo; undulated moray eel
 Gymnothorax undulates!

Indigenous
East Africa to the Axnericas

Eats: smaller fish, shrimp, crabs

Eaten by: ulua

Description: 3 - 5 ft. long muscular body has tough slippery, skin without scales;
has narrow jaws full of long sharp teeth, including a row down the center of the
mouth; top of head is sometimes greenish-yellow; body color varies froxn dark
brown with light speckles and irregular vertical net-like markings to the reverse,
almost white with irregular brown blotches; larvae are long, clear and ribbon-
like.

Habitat: lives in crevices and holes, and in spaces between the rocks in walled-
' shponds

Did you know? You should not attempt to play with or feed this puli; it
eae hurt you  It has a strong sense of smell and is more active at night. This
predator can also survive on only one xneal for a long time. The Hawaiian name
means leaf of the milo tree. Why do you think it has that name? Hawaiians
caught this puhi using nets, spears and hooks. It is an 'aumakua  personal god!
for some families.
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Description: yellow-brown with black stripe extending down below eyes; 4 - 5 in
long; both sexes display black bars on bodies and red border on edge of dorsal fins
during courtship; has suction disc, but does not climb beyond lower reaches of
streams.
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kaku; great barracuda
 Sphyraena barracuda!

Indigenous
Indo-Pacific and Atlantic

Eats: smaller fish

moi; thl'eadfin
 Polydactylus sexfili s!

Indigenous
Indo-Pacific

Eats: small fish, shrimp, crabs

Eaten by: humans, kaku, ulua

Description: silver in color; has six threadlike rays on the pectoral fins; a
bulbous snout; underslung mouth; distinctive sweptback fins and a deeply forked
tail; grows to about 12 in. Adults are called moi; juveniles are called moi li'i.

Habitat: Adult moi are commonly found along rugged coastal shorelines with
strong wave action; juveniles are found over calmer, nearshore areas with sandy
bottoms; does not swim at the surface.

Did you know? In olden days, large schools of moi were said to foretell disaster
of chiefs. Moi are delicious to eat; they were highly prized by the ali'i  chiefs! and
kapu to commoners. Schools of young moi  moi li'i! can be spotted close to shore
from mid-August through October. 'Ehu moi refers to foam of sea where moi are
found, Fishers call this fish the wily moi because it is difficult to catch.
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Eaten by: humans, ulua

Description: silvery, long, round in cross-section, with a pointed, protruding
lower jaw, two dorsal fins spaced widely apart; has a large forked tail; often has
small black blotches irregularly placed on the lower side; grows to almost 6 ft.

Habitat: occurs alone or in small groups, often found in shallow water close to
shore; gets into fishponds where it feeds on other fish

Did you know? In Puna on the island of Hawai'i, the kaku is said to have
bumped against canoes, usually at night when there were lights shining from the
boats. Since olden times, mahi'ai  fishers! have had a special relationship with
the kaku. The mahi'ai tamed certain large kaku called 'opelu inama by hand-
feeding them. Then they trained the tamed kaku to help catch 'opelu. The fisher
summoned his kaku by pounding in rhythm on the bottom of the canoe. His fish
would swim up from the deep and follow the canoe to a school of 'opelu. Then
fishermen lowered a large circular net and fed the 'opelu with cooked, grated
squash. The kaku would circle the school of fish and drive them into a tight ball
and then the net would be raised full of fish. The fishermen would toss the 'opelu
maina a fish as a reward. This way of fishing is still practiced on Maui.
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ulua aukea; papio; giant trevally
 Caranx ignobili3!

Indigenous
Indo-Pacific

Eats: smaller fish, and forages on the bottom for crustaceans and other
invertebrates

Eaten by: humans

Description: silvery on the sides and undersides and bluish or greenish on the
back with deeply forked tails. The narrow place at the base of the tail is
reinforced by specially strengthened scales called scutes; grows to over 5 ft. with
a weight of up to 200 pounds.

Habitat: schools of ulua frequently patrol reefs; young fish  less than 4 in.!
swim in protected bays and ponds.

Did you know? There is a Hawaiian proverb spoken in admiration of a warrior
who does not give up without a struggle. 'A'ohe ia e loa'a aku, he ulua kapapa no
ka moana.  He cannot be caught for he is an ulua fish of the deep ocean.! The
ulua's color pattern, like that of many marine animals, is dark on top and light
below. This counter-shading camouflages itin open water. In the Hawaiian
name, ulua aukea, "kea" means white. In old Hawai'i, this prized fish could be
substituted for a human in a ceremony calling for a human sacrifice. This may
have been because the word ulua refers to "man" or "sweetheart" in love songs.
Hawaiian women were forbidden to eat ulua.

aholehole; Hawaiian flagtail
 KuMia sandvicensis!

Endemic
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Eats: sxnall fish, small crabs and shrimp, insect larvae

Eaten by: humans, larger carnivorous fish, ulua, kaku, eels

Description: bright silvery with bluish color on back, but changes color to match
habitat; large scales and large eyes; 6 - 10 in. long

Habitat: juveniles in lower reaches of streams; adults in brackish water, tidal
pools, and holes along the outer edges of the reef

Did you know? Aholehole xneans "sparkling" in Hawaiian. In the adult stage, it
is called ahole. Hawaiians placed aholehole under house posts on the east side to
keep away a kahuna who might predict trouble for the family. Hawaiians also
placed offerings of a white 'ama'axna or aholehole along with a red weke or kumu
under the entrance of a new hale  home! to strip evil away. "Hole" in ahole
xneans "to strip away." According to one story, a chiefess in Hilo yearned for
aholehole from %ai'akolea in distant Puna. A runner delivered the fish to her

wrapped in limu kala from the fishpond, and the fish was still breathing!
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Eats: small fish, shrimp, larvae of aquatic insects, and young chicks of other
water birds

Eaten by: when young, injured or sick, this bird might be eaten by dogs, cats
and mongoose

Description: has a glossy greenish black coloring on its back, feathers and on
the top of the head; the under parts are white; neck, wings, and legs are all long;
looks hunched over with its head usually tucked down to its shoulders. Adults
are 23 - 26 in. tall with a wingspan of 43 - 45 in. wide.

Habitat: marshes, ponds, streams, lagoons, swamps, exposed reefs, and tide
pools; also frequents aquaculture sites. It lives on all the main islands except
Lana'i. The call of the night heron is a hoarse "quok."

Did you know? Hawaiians call someone who spies on others, Auku'u kia'i
loko"  Heron who watches the [fish in the] pond!. The 'auku'u are very intelligent
birds with very sharp eyesight, which allows them to escape from predators.
They are nocturnal as indicated by the name night heron, At aquaculture sites,
they know when it's pau hana. They can be seen flying onto pond fields and
shrimp farms when the workers drive away.

aloalo; white mantis shrimp
 Oratosquilla calumnia!

Indigenous
Indo-Pacific

Eats: soft-bodied worms, shrimp, small fish, crabs, snails

Eaten by: humans, puffer fish, ulua, moray eels

Description: dangerous bottom-dwellers; light transparent gray, tan, or
reddish brown with dark marks on the appendages on either side of the tail; has
eight pairs of legs, the last three are used for walking; grows to 6 - 8 in.

Habitat: lives in muddy, sometimes brackish water areas in U-shape burrows

Did you know? You should not attempt to catch this shrimp with bare handst
They are aggressive carnivores that smash or spear their prey. Their pincers are
folded up under their body and when they use them to strike prey, it's one of the
fastest movements known in the animal kingdomt
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'auku'u; black-crowned night heron Indigenous
nycti corax nycti corax hoactli! Americas, Africa, Eurasia and the Pacific
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kuhonu; white crab; haole crab;
blood-spotted swimming crab
 Portunus sanguinolentus!

Indigenous
Indo-Pacific

Did you know? The Hawaiian name of this crab, kuhonu, means "turtle back."

mo'ala; long-eyed swimming crab
 Podophthalmus vigil!

Indigenous
Indo-Pacific

Eats: dead or dying fish, small shrimp, worms

Eaten by: puhi, kaku, ulua, moi

Description: the eyestalks of this crab are amazingly long and can either be
held direct or folded back into grooves along the front of the carapace.
Individuals are brown to pinkish in color; grows to about 5 in. C,'carapace width!.

Habitat: lives on soft muddy bottoms and can tolerate brackishwater conditions

Did you know? The Latin species name of this crab means "watchful." These
crabs are seldom seen by divers and snorkelers because of their habitat.
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Eats: dead or dying fish, small shrimp, worms

Eaten by: puhi, kaku, ulua, inoi

Description: has strong sideways-pointing spine on each side of the carapace,
which is the hard shield covering part of the body; carapace is marked with three
red spots; can attain up to 7 in. across the carapace and an 'arm-spread' of 18 in.

Habitat: sandy, muddy areas from the shorelines to depths of 100 ft. This
species is protected by law and can only be gathered if the carapace is at least 4
in. wide.
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'opae'oeha'a; freshwater prawn
 Macrobrachium grandimanus!

Endemic

Eats: detritus; small pieces of plant and animal matter

Eaten by: humans, moi, papio

Description: light to dark brown; one pincer is larger than the other; has
distinctive striped pattern; 3 in. long

Habitat: lower reaches of streams and estuaries

Did you know? The Hawaiian name 'oeha'a means "to walk crookedly" which
describes the uneven gait of this native prawn as it walks with its one large and
one sxnall claw. The female 'opae carries her eggs attached to modified
swimmerets under her tail. When the eggs hatch about 3 to 4 weeks later, the
tiny larvae go downstream, out to sea. They develop further in the ocean and
then make their way back up to a stream where they spend their adult lives.

papa'i; blue pincher crab
 Thalamita crenata!

Indigenous
Indo-Pacific

Eats: limu, mangrove detritus; small pieces of plant and animal matter, snails;
eats more in quantity and more animal matter at spring tide, low tide, and
during daytime

Eaten by: humans, papio, puhi, moi

Description: gray- to greenish-brawn, sometimes pink body; white-tipped claws
have a broad black band; upper segment of pincers are blue; grows to a carapace
width of 5 in.
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Habitat: sandy, muddy areas in brackish and salt water

Did you hnow? Unlike most swimming crabs, the blue pincher crab forages for
prey more actively during the daytime. Scientists have found that, just like
people, the blue pincher cx'abs may use landmarks to find their way home. When
these crabs are removed froxn their home hole, they rely on their memory and
knowledge of the space around them to find their way home! These crabs also
have a more flexible way of orienting themselves than other crabs.
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Introduced

Tropical Indian/Paciflc Oceans
Limu: red algae
 Gracilaria Sclicornia!

Eaten by: humans, perhaps reef animals, but it is not certain which ones

Description: bright yellow or orange in sunlight, greenish to dark brown in
shade; forms dome-shaped clumps up to 12 in. across and 4 in. high; the stems
are round, thick, and jointed.

Habitat: Graci luria Salicornia is very invasive, thriving in rocky intertidal
areas, tidepools, reef flats, and seaweed beds, to a depth of 15 ft; it is often found
tangled with other types of seaweeds or limu.

Did you know? Just a tiny piece of this alga can grow into a new clump. It can
form a thick mat, covering the reef and. blocking sunlight, which kills the coral
and reef micro-organisms. It was planted in Hilo Bay and waters 06'Waikiki
during the 1970s as a possible food product and for medical research. The clumps
are a threat to the corals and native limu  algae! on which many marine animals
depend for food and shelter. This seaweed has the potential to damage our fragile
marine environment. Some people add it to their poke because it's crispy, but no
studies have been done to see if any marine animals in Hawai'i like to eat it.

Limu; spiny seaweed
 Acanthophora spici fera!

Introduced

All Tropical Oceans
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Eaten by: honu, manini, yellow tang, sea urchin

Description: reddish, olive-green, or brown, turning yellowish in bright sun;
this seaweed has many short spiny fragments and many short fragile branches;
the branches have crown-shaped tips with tight clusters of pointed projections,

Habitat: It grows in areas with rocky bottoms, in calm, shallow reef fats,
tidepools, and rocky intertidal benches that are swept by small waves; or it can
be free-floating.

Did you know? Acanthophora spici fera has become the most common invasive
seaweed worldwide. This seaweed is native to Florida and the Caribbean. It is an

invader to Hawaiian waters and has been shown to compete with our native limu
species. It is thought to have arrived in the Islands on the bottom of a barge
from Guam in the 1950s. Its survival on reefs is greater when it grows with other
limu  algal! species that are more tolerant of wave exposure and are able to
retain water when exposed to air. This seaweed has been studied for its
anticoagulant  a substance that slows the clotting of blood! and antiviral
properties.


